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consequences. Stakeholders will expect radical transparency on ESG performance.

need to demonstrate “good products doing good

credible purpose.  

 

� Talent will gravitate toward companies that give employees a line

better while also providing a fulfilling career.

 

� This hyper-transformation cascaded beyond individual companies and created socio

dynamics that left many people and communities economically disadvantaged and 

polarized.  

 

� Combined with the increasing shared anxiety t

the planet can adapt, a global 

 

� We will enter the 2020s with more citizens, investors, and leaders convinced that the way 

business, capital, and government work must change

point for business. 

 

 

 

Business Strategy vers

(Frame of Mind) 

 
Companies often parked the management of 

corporate social responsibility, ESG & SDG matters at 

HR, SHE Departments. Very policy focus. 

Dr Martin Luther King, Civil Rights Leader USA 

termed as “SINCERE IGNORANCE

but often lose the momentum in a year o

assume existing and potential employees targeted by these programs must change to fit into the 

current workplace culture.  

 

� They ask and answer one question: How can we acquire, train, and change diverse e

for them to succeed and thrive in our culture?

over and over again but expecting different results.

 

� To Optimize for Both Social and Business Value

SUSTAINABILITY OF THE WHOLE SYSTEM OR RI

FOR FURTHER PROGRESS. We need 

following question in a few words: 

it is solving for?Adopting a holistic approach and linking the effort to co

between social & business values 

necessary focus on a daily basis when it’s p

Business Strategy. 

 

� The effort enhances knowledge, skills and desire to succeed in ESG an

Most companies thrived as a result of this focus (e.g. Top Gloves, Vitrox

the insights into the market. It drives a more targeted business strategy that links to actual 

Stakeholders will expect radical transparency on ESG performance.

good products doing good” and anchor their brands and identity around 

will gravitate toward companies that give employees a line-of-sight to 

while also providing a fulfilling career. Generation Z. 

transformation cascaded beyond individual companies and created socio

that left many people and communities economically disadvantaged and 

Combined with the increasing shared anxiety that the earth’s climate is changing faster than

, a global zeitgeist of risk and insecurity has emerged, Malaysia included. 

with more citizens, investors, and leaders convinced that the way 

government work must change—and change quickly. 

ses HR Policy  

the management of 

corporate social responsibility, ESG & SDG matters at 

HR, SHE Departments. Very policy focus. This is what 

Dr Martin Luther King, Civil Rights Leader USA 

SINCERE IGNORANCE”… well-meaning 

but often lose the momentum in a year or two. They often just cater to the status quo. They 

assume existing and potential employees targeted by these programs must change to fit into the 

They ask and answer one question: How can we acquire, train, and change diverse e

for them to succeed and thrive in our culture? Overly KPI driven. Keep driving the same way

er and over again but expecting different results. 

Both Social and Business Value. WE NOW MUST RETHINK THE 

E WHOLE SYSTEM OR RISK LOSING SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PERMISSION

We need Corporate Statesmanship.We must be able to answer the 

following question in a few words: Why do people need your plan, and what is the opportunity 

Adopting a holistic approach and linking the effort to co-exist peacefully 

between social & business values reframe the effort from “cost to investment

necessary focus on a daily basis when it’s part of the P&L, part of the Shareholders’ Values, 

effort enhances knowledge, skills and desire to succeed in ESG and SDG related matters. 

Most companies thrived as a result of this focus (e.g. Top Gloves, Vitrox Penang). It enriches 

the insights into the market. It drives a more targeted business strategy that links to actual 
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Stakeholders will expect radical transparency on ESG performance. Companies will 

and anchor their brands and identity around a 

sight to making the world 

transformation cascaded beyond individual companies and created socio-economic 

that left many people and communities economically disadvantaged and politically 

climate is changing faster than 

isk and insecurity has emerged, Malaysia included.  

with more citizens, investors, and leaders convinced that the way 

 We are at a tipping 

cater to the status quo. They 

assume existing and potential employees targeted by these programs must change to fit into the 

They ask and answer one question: How can we acquire, train, and change diverse employees 

Keep driving the same way 

THE 

POLITICAL PERMISSION 

must be able to answer the 

and what is the opportunity 

exist peacefully 

reframe the effort from “cost to investment”. It gets the 

, part of the Shareholders’ Values, and 

d SDG related matters. 

Penang). It enriches 

the insights into the market. It drives a more targeted business strategy that links to actual 



 

needs on the ground. It provides the 

Other examples include alternative refrigerants

sustainable agriculture, SHE related business opportunities etc.

Company Out approach”, resonating with modern consumerism needs.

 

 

 

Build Commitment, in 

addition to Strengthening

 

 

 

 

 

At BEIM, we advocate the need for

business community with strong ownership to st

governance and business social indices. 

responsibility, governance while supporting business growth. 

that a strong compliance process is co

consistently and effectively over time

� The “broken window theory

have broken the windows but 

psychology at play– no one cares, ok to do it, it’s already broken anyway BUT 

repainted, behaviour and group 

needs, and what drove positive motivations and be

everyone desires a nice, well maintained neighbourhood, wants to see their investments 

prospered, wants their kids to grow up in a safe and respectful community etc. 

rehabilitation started by appreciating

the replacement of broken windows allowed that shared prosperity vision to manifest, 

amplified and nurtured. 

 

� Appreciation, Trust, Respect, Love

Think mosaic, not just melting pot.

excel. Be courageous enough to steer away from like

people’s differences (melting pot)

differences (mosaic). To do this, initiatives designed for 

enough. Peaceful co-existence 

create a culture that embraces diversity 

development tools, and resources to maximize talent engagement, advancement, workplace 

performance, and overall satisfaction.

into its uniqueness. We regressed instead of Optimized.

continue with the current trend.

 

� Focusing on diagnosing the 

a society adopting RESPECT

It provides the Purpose (meaning), clarity of roles, setting up

Other examples include alternative refrigerants (Montreal Protocol), Renewable en

SHE related business opportunities etc. It promotes 

resonating with modern consumerism needs. 

Build Commitment, in 

Strengthening 

need for effective rules and regulations to provide a framework to build a 

business community with strong ownership to standards, compliance with international business 

governance and business social indices. This we believe helps to strengthen sustainability, social 

responsibility, governance while supporting business growth. However, we are cognisant

rong compliance process is costly and often does not embed the positive 

consistently and effectively over time. 

broken window theory” is a great example. The focus was not to go after those who 

have broken the windows but what have driven them to break those windows

no one cares, ok to do it, it’s already broken anyway BUT 

, behaviour and group psychology change!) It focused on the common human 

needs, and what drove positive motivations and behaviours. Deep beneath each individual, 

everyone desires a nice, well maintained neighbourhood, wants to see their investments 

prospered, wants their kids to grow up in a safe and respectful community etc. 

rehabilitation started by appreciating these basic desires and needs. The repainting effort, 

the replacement of broken windows allowed that shared prosperity vision to manifest, 

 

Appreciation, Trust, Respect, Love needs to be built in to support the Compliance process. 

k mosaic, not just melting pot.Encourage diversity of views, assimilate new context to 

courageous enough to steer away from like-mindedness through 

people’s differences (melting pot) and towards like-mindedness through honouring 

). To do this, initiatives designed for “cultural competency” are

existence requires diverse and non-diverse leaders to work together

culture that embraces diversity of thought and deploys the required best practices, 

development tools, and resources to maximize talent engagement, advancement, workplace 

performance, and overall satisfaction.Malaysia is unique but we have not adequately tapped 

into its uniqueness. We regressed instead of Optimized. FDI will hesitate to invest if we 

continue with the current trend. 

on diagnosing the basic NEEDS, separating that desire from WANTS

RESPECT as the basic core value has been the focus of BEIM in our effort 
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roles, setting up for success. 

(Montreal Protocol), Renewable energy, 

It promotes “Society-in, 

to provide a framework to build a 

andards, compliance with international business 

sustainability, social 

However, we are cognisant of the fact 

stly and often does not embed the positive impact 

The focus was not to go after those who 

to break those windows ( group 

no one cares, ok to do it, it’s already broken anyway BUT when it’s fixed, 

It focused on the common human 

haviours. Deep beneath each individual, 

everyone desires a nice, well maintained neighbourhood, wants to see their investments 

prospered, wants their kids to grow up in a safe and respectful community etc. The road to 

and needs. The repainting effort, 

the replacement of broken windows allowed that shared prosperity vision to manifest, 

needs to be built in to support the Compliance process. 

Encourage diversity of views, assimilate new context to 

mindedness through assimilating 

through honouring those 

“cultural competency” are not 

diverse leaders to work togetherto 

ired best practices, 

development tools, and resources to maximize talent engagement, advancement, workplace 

Malaysia is unique but we have not adequately tapped 

to invest if we 

WANTS and cultivating 

has been the focus of BEIM in our effort 



 

to build commitment to process and to

We believed the diversified values of Malaysia

potential world class global standard

integrating the universal principles of 

standards now being practice to 

that all advocacy, for it to be impactful, 

acknowledge the different interpretations of 

various communities in Malaysia

Malaysia with a large Muslim community

ground to spearhead this effort, just like how we have taken the lead in 

finance. 

 

� So, build commitment by moving People to the centre of every compliance eff

 

Innovate, Enhance & Remain 

Relevant  

 

 

 

 

 

Approach: Build peaceful co-existence with RESPECT, not for RECOGNITION. Not to check off KPI. 

Focus on building capability to strengthen the process to get to the KPI. Be honest & authentic. 

not about the programme but about the engagement of 

&environment. 

� Be inclusive of ideas. Malaysia is too small to be discrim

more than the total population in Malaysia. For every 100 R&D ideas, less than 5 are 

workable. We should multiply rather than self

successfully. There is no point to have 100% 

anyway.  

 

� Education, not indoctrination

values which often are based on mono

experiences which are indoctrinated (not educated) via institutionalized channels and systems 

structured towards justifying such norms. The perceptions of what is strong and weak, good 

and evil, pleasant and disgust

young. These cognitive fault

across all societies. This is the elephant in the room that needs to be managed

 

� Re-imagine our strategy. Be honest with past mistakes. Recognize and m

in the room, especially the Quality of Education. 

short term populist politics for personal agenda, at the expense of societal progress.

commitment to process and to integrate a diverse business community in Malaysia. 

diversified values of Malaysia can be harnessed and leverage

potential world class global standard.For example, we believed Malaysia can be a leader in 

integrating the universal principles of Macasiq Shariah to enrich the many international 

standards now being practice to promote ethics & integrity in business. BEIM learnt quickly 

it to be impactful, will need to be backed up by effort to understand, 

acknowledge the different interpretations of the meaning of business ethics among the 

communities in Malaysia for it to work. The diverse business environment

large Muslim communityprovides a rich, intellectual, emotional and spiritual 

ground to spearhead this effort, just like how we have taken the lead in Takaful and Islamic 

uild commitment by moving People to the centre of every compliance eff

Innovate, Enhance & Remain 

existence with RESPECT, not for RECOGNITION. Not to check off KPI. 

Focus on building capability to strengthen the process to get to the KPI. Be honest & authentic. 

but about the engagement of people, stakeholders, society 

Be inclusive of ideas. Malaysia is too small to be discriminative. Middle class in Indonesia is 

more than the total population in Malaysia. For every 100 R&D ideas, less than 5 are 

workable. We should multiply rather than self-limiting to be competitive and innovating 

There is no point to have 100% of a sunken ship. It will never reach the shore 

, not indoctrination. Our growing up years are being shaped by experiences and 

values which often are based on mono-cultural school of thoughts, reinforced by cognitive 

indoctrinated (not educated) via institutionalized channels and systems 

structured towards justifying such norms. The perceptions of what is strong and weak, good 

and evil, pleasant and disgusting, nice and ugly, etc. have been hardwired in our brain from 

ng. These cognitive fault- lines, as in seismic fault-line under a calm earthsurface, exist 

This is the elephant in the room that needs to be managed

imagine our strategy. Be honest with past mistakes. Recognize and m

, especially the Quality of Education. Be more Statesman-like rather than playing 

short term populist politics for personal agenda, at the expense of societal progress.
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integrate a diverse business community in Malaysia. 

and leveraged to become 

For example, we believed Malaysia can be a leader in 

to enrich the many international 

. BEIM learnt quickly 

effort to understand, 

the meaning of business ethics among the 

The diverse business environment in 

emotional and spiritual 

Takaful and Islamic 

uild commitment by moving People to the centre of every compliance effort. 

 

existence with RESPECT, not for RECOGNITION. Not to check off KPI. 

Focus on building capability to strengthen the process to get to the KPI. Be honest & authentic. It’s 

people, stakeholders, society 

. Middle class in Indonesia is 

more than the total population in Malaysia. For every 100 R&D ideas, less than 5 are 

limiting to be competitive and innovating 

. It will never reach the shore 

ur growing up years are being shaped by experiences and 

cultural school of thoughts, reinforced by cognitive 

indoctrinated (not educated) via institutionalized channels and systems 

structured towards justifying such norms. The perceptions of what is strong and weak, good 

etc. have been hardwired in our brain from 

line under a calm earthsurface, exist 

This is the elephant in the room that needs to be managed. 

imagine our strategy. Be honest with past mistakes. Recognize and manage the elephant 

like rather than playing 

short term populist politics for personal agenda, at the expense of societal progress. 
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� Be practical. Invest in ground work. Focus on the health of the root of the tree, not just the 

foliage.Engage the vital dots. Don’t have to be glamorous. Avoid boiling the ocean. 

Celebrate key milestones.Start with something simple, go clean the community together, 

starting with our own village & kampong, have competitions, got paid for keeping one’s own 

environment clean, build pride and self-esteem through the process. Cultivate appreciation, 

respect and trust. Extend the spirit outwards to district and state level.  

 

� Build accountability and elevate governance. Instil personal ownership & responsibility.Build 

transparency, check & balance system with tough basic questions along the 5W1H. 

 

� Do away with monopolistic business models, encourage competitions. This would enhance 

intellectual connectivity, capacity and raise the bar of performance.  

 

 

 

 

beim Chairman with Datuk Seri Anwar 

Ibrahim at the Seminar 


